Ford expedition 2005 engine

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Expedition. Overview Overview
Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain on demand 4WD yes automatic locking hubs
yes Transmission 4-speed automatic Center locking differential yes Drive type Four wheel drive
electronic hi-lo gear selection yes mechanical center differential yes. Fuel tank capacity Engine
Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 5. Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power
windows yes digital keypad power door locks yes Power mirrors yes Heated mirrors yes.
Instrumentation Instrumentation compass yes external temperature display yes trip computer
yes tachometer yes low fuel level warning yes clock yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front Seat
Dimensions height adjustable passenger seat yes 2 -way manual passenger seat adjustment
yes Front leg room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions
Front track Maximum cargo capacity Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all
seats in place Drag Coefficient. Angle of approach Angle of departure Maximum towing capacity
lbs. Ground clearance 9. Height Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the
Expedition. Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes short and long
arm rear suspension yes short and long arm front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 3
yr. Drivetrain 3 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 3 yr. Inventory See Expedition Inventory. Sign Up.
Medium Parchment. See Expedition Inventory. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top
of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? Add Complaint. My car at times will give a
hard start. Turning, but not fully turning over or gives off a sound that I can only describe as an
elephant trumpeting. When it does start at times it will shut completely off just as fast. It
hesitates to pick up adequate speed and will stumble or jerk, and when put in reverse it will
completely stall out. I've had a new battery installed, and the spark plugs and boots have been
changed, but to no avail. The car turns off. I need to put the car in park wait a few minutes then
turn the car back on and it works. The bad thing is it can happen at any time. I was driving and
all of a sudden steering wheel locked and my car literally shut off while I was driving.. I coasted
to the side and I turned off car.. Sure it is a , but it has been giving me problems since I got it,
now it is worse. I don't believe it is wear and tear I actually replaced the whole engine 4 years
after I bought my car which is ridiculous to begin with. If my car burns up while I am driving I
will really make a stink.. Vehicle vibrates badly especially at highway speeds. Vibration is so
bad, the vehicle rocks side-to-side while driving. Driving at highway turnpike speed of 75mph,
vehicle engine began to surge and then completely shut down. Oil pressure gauge indicated low
oil pressure and vehicle would not start. Vehicle still had electrical function but engine no
longer would turn over. Checked engine oil level and had engine oil. Called highway patrol and
had to have the vehicle towed. The contact owns a Ford Expedition. While driving 30 mph, the
vehicle vibrated abnormally and the check engine warning indicator illuminated. The vehicle
was taken to the dealer where it was diagnosed that the engine needed to be replaced. The
vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The failure mileage
was , The VIN was not available. This car just numerous of problem My engine said fail safe
mode. My spark plugs got stuck in engine costing me to fix. My Expedition is maintained
normally and spark plugs changed and the engine will either cut off or slow down to about 30
miles an hour while I am on the highway with a error message fail save mode. Most times when I
shut off the engine and restart it turns over but doesn't stay on. Totally unsafe for me and my
family. Please research and recall what the issue is! For many time that my Expedition has
stalled because of the throttle body failing. I have a Ford Expedition and have maintained my
vehicle maintenance and only have , miles on this vehicle. It continues to shut off the engine
and code fail safe mode on code appear and when I'm driving on the highway it is dangerous.
After reading so many complaints this is unsafe. Also, the computer issues with locking doors,
failure of the transmission which I had to replace such a disappointment of a vehicle. Ford
should recall engine and computer issues. My Ford Expedition, while driving at 40 miles an hour
lost power. This is the 3rd time in 2 years it has happened. On the info center it stated engine
fail safe mode. The three times it has happened has been on back roads. I consider this a very
unsafe condition. My dealer looked at it the first two times and said there were no codes, that I
would need to bring it in sooner. But there are no lasting results, and it starts right back up. My
15 year old son and my life were placed in serious danger, by the gross negligence and
deceptive business practices promoted by the Ford Motor Company, regarding scan code P
Since as early as February 26, Ford Motor Company was made aware of a dangerous defect
concerning the mechanical and electrical components of their manufactured product released
to the consumer public for profit. The vehicles are Ford trucks, manufactured from - , with the
V8 5. Public record reveals case no. Ford Motor Company, defendant filed in the United States
district court for the eastern district of Pennsylvania, that Ford Motor Company is well aware of
this issue. I believe that Ford Motor Company has made no attempts to inform Ford dealership
owners, the Ford dealership managers or Ford service repair shop managers at the Ford

dealerships and consumers who had already purchased their manufactured product of the
issue. This issue is very dangerous, I was traveling 70 mph, with my son in the truck. Ford
Motor Company has gone on record, via telephone conversation, explaining to me that; "Ford
Motor Company has no control over how individual dealerships function or operate their
establishment places of business, sorry. But I can take a complaint and be sure that the
dealership receives it and provide you with a complaint number". I had my truck towed to
autonation Ford in brooksville, fl for the same issue P code , they did the same thing, without
replacing a thing. Only this time, while driving on a highway, my truck and the lost all power. My
truck is back at autonation Ford in need of a new transmission. While moving in traffic the
vehicle engine cut-off on its own. Message came up on dash display, something about "elect
throttle control". I was able to coast off to the side of the highway. Turned off radio, heaters,
then was able to restart the vehicle. Battery condition was fine replaced 2 years ago , no other
warning. Vehicle is well-maintained, never driven hard or used for towing. Today I am taking it
to a Ford dealer for evaluation While driving at various speeds, the engine stalled. The vehicle
was taken to a dealer, who diagnosed that the throttle body sensor needed to be replaced. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , Since
purchasing the Expedition in December , I've had several incidents of "check engine throttle"
warnings and the engine shut down, suddenly. The vehicle has shut down on me in city traffic
quite a few times and once on an exit ramp of the highway. This is a very dangerous situation to
experience. The dealer mentioned possible spark plug issues. When the "check engine" icon
finally came on, I had it read by the dealer and an independent mechanic. The code is a P The
dealer never got back to me on a remedy for this. The mechanic says the electronic throttle
control must be replaced and could be the cause of both issues. Both have been reported to the
dealer before their warranty expired. An issue of the engine shutting off, regardless of speed,
while driving is very dangerous. The truck must be placed in park, turned off, the re-started
before continuing my drive. The scariest was upon an exit ramp of the highway at approximately
30mph. This is the 4th time in 5 weeks that my car has shut down while driving and it says
"engine fail safe mode". I just got it out of the shop and it happened the 4th time. So it's going
back to shop. I have been fortunate, and have not been in a accident as a result of it shutting
down. Looking online it's amazing how many people have experienced this same issue. While
driving the vehicle went into a heavy vibration from the motor and the smell of raw fuel was
present. After turning off the vehicle it would not start. The vehicle was towed to the Ford dealer
and the dealer stated that a fuel injector became stuck open. The injector filled the cylinder with
fuel and caused the engine to blow up severe damage. It was found that this occurred on Ford
Expedition numerous times and Ford extended the warranty to 11 years, , miles and my scary
experience occurred at , I previously replaced the motor at my own expense 2 years prior and
Ford did not replace the injectors or notify me of an injector issue. Ford is stating that they will
not honor the warranty and the engine damage was caused by the injector that was not
replaced. It was found that Ford was aware of the injector issue since I'm not sure these issue
are getting reported. While driving along at 55 mph engine shut down. No power brakes,
steering, etc. Indicator message on dashboard said "check electronic ignition". Vehicle check
engine light stays on. Vehicle turns off when sitting idle. Brought vehicle to dealership and they
said they fixed it, but after leaving the dealership and paying a large bill the check engine light
came back on and still cuts off when just sitting idle in "drive". All kinds of misfires, replaced
ignition coils, no good. Can be driven, but belches smoke, loses power during acceleration,
misfires constantly and badly. On the flip side, when at a stop light, you get one hell of an ass
massage. In , I had to replace the engine with less than , miles. The rebuild engine comes with a
3 yr, mi warranty and it's still under warranty. On January 13th the engine started running very
rough vibrating the entire vehicle. I had the Expedition towed to the dealer and they told me the
fuel injector failed open and dumped a large amount of gas into the cylinder and blew the
engine. Fuller Ford stated that the injectors were not replaced when the rebuilt engine was
installed and the injector warranty expired. Since the injector cause the damage the warranty on
the motor is invalid. On top of that Ford was aware since that the fuel injectors fail open and
cause severe engine damage. When I decided to pay for a rebuilt engine following the payment
for a rebuilt transmission, I was not told of fuel injector issue. Ford is now telling me that I need
to replace the motor and injectors because the injector exceeded the extended 11year , mile
warranty that Ford granted due to the injector issues. It seems that my case should be an
exception due to the replaced motor. I wasn't sure I would keep the truck, but we did. I still love
the truck! My car started blowing off white smoke from the exhaust with strong fuel odor, it
started to misfire and then eventually wouldn't start, repaired the starter three times. I had a
backyard mechanic take a look at it and to to replace the spark plugs and coils only to find out
what he thought was oil in my coil boots so I had it towed to ford dealership who stated the fuel

injector went bad an stayed open pushing fuel into my engine and I need to replace the engine.
The worst part still owe on the truck. The guy gave me no hope and transferred me to a car
salesman. This has appeared to be a similar problem with many others There's gotta be
something legally to make FORD liable for this. So frustrated. I had an injector failure where it
hung open and dumped fuel into the motor. I was lucky to find out about the TSB and took it
from our normal repair place to the dealer. They replaced the hung injector which is 7 AND the
catalytic convertor and did an oil change at no charge. Then within less then 60 days my engine
began having a loud clicking sound like an exhaust leak or bad pulley. Then one day it fired up,
ran rough and died, had it towed to the dealer and after them having it for 3 days I get told
engine is shot, rocker arm and exhaust valve broke in 4. There has been so much wrong with
this SUV! First engine light keeps going on, take it to a mechnic and tells me the engine is shot!
Take it to ford same thing! Ford i will never buy again in my life! Towed to ford dealership.
Diagnosis was catastrophic engine failure and I needed a new engine 6K. Codes said 6 injector
stuck in open position. Had them fix 6 injector covered under warranty. Towed to private
mechanic for 2nd opinion. Looking for low mileage engine to replace. Logic would dictate this
all caused by bad injector which led to other issues that ford will not cover under warranty.
They have a "customer service agreement" for this issue. Can't believe this happened!
Everyone I speak with says horrible things about ford 5. Doesn't appear worth legal action
Vehicle paid for and just want to dump it!!! Original owner of Ford Expedition with 64, miles.
Vehicle has been serviced at Ford dealership though the 36, mile warranty. After warranty
expired, vehicle has gone to Big 10 ten tires for oil changes. On June 18, 17 year old daughter
was driving vehicle on main road when vehicle began to sputter and stall. The car had a very
heavy fuel smell so I told her to call a tow truck and have it towed to a local garage non-Ford.
They ran a diagnostic on the vehicle and got a P code. This indicated a cylinder one fuel injector
failure and spark plug. After giving the service advisor the program number , they found the
TSB. They told me that they would replace fuel injector 1, change the spark plug and also
change the engine oil per the program and that my vehicle should be ready the next day. They
told me that this would be at no cost to me. I called on my way to come get the vehicle and they
said that there was a problem AFTER the repairs and oil change were complete. The vehicle was
making a very loud noise that they could not identify. They assured me that it was related to the
fuel injector problem and would be covered and that they had to call Ford to get an
authorization it was late Friday afternoon. We immediately contacted Big 10 who sent the rep
out to get the filter. The filter was sent to an independent lab and tested and three weeks later all
this time our car was in the service bay at Ford a written report was issued stating that the filter
was NOT defective. Even after Ford was given the written report, Ford still asserts that the
engine failure is not related to the fuel injector. They say they are not responsible for the engine
repair. The shop that the vehicle was towed to initially says that the vehicle was not making a
noise and was just running rich. They speculate that after the fuel injector was replaced that the
fuel that dumped was not blow out of the engine and the engine hydrolocked, or to much
lubricant was used to undo spark plug 1 as per another TSB Needless to say we are in the
process of towing the vehicle back to our house in pieces and file it in magistrate court. We will
subpoena everyone and let a judge decide. Immediately after I "felt" there was a problem, I quite
driving the vehicle. My mechanic said the injectors show rich in fuel in the diagnostic test.
Come to find out, the injectors stuck open and fuel dumped into the engine coming out of my
tailpipe. This happened immediately! I did not continue to drive the truck. Ford refused to help
with the costs saying they don't show any problems with the injectors, yet, the dealership said
they have seen quiet a few just in the last few months. My mechanic charged a lot less. NOW we
receive a letter from Ford saying there is a "potential" problem with the injectors and they have
extended the warranty for them to , miles or 11 years. Wow, how does that help me now? If you
have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: put in a new engine 6 reports
replace fuel injector 3 reports not sure 2 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word.
Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a
helpful site for this Expedition problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read
reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send
Comment Add Complaint. The fuel injectors is a problem that Ford need to address!!!!! Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. A majority of all used
US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car

dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. We carry a wide-ranging catalog of used Ford engines for all applications
including gas and diesel engines. Purchase from us and get an industry leading warranty on
used engines and transmissions. Our used engines, transmissions, Rear Axle, Transfer Case
Assembly, and Suspension Cross Member K Frame are covered under a 1-year warranty from
the date of p
2017 gmc acadia owners manual
ford transit wing mirror removal
sears cb radio
urchase, included for free! Search your perfect used engine and used transmission on our
website or in the catalog and if you can't find it then give us a call and we will find perfect used
engine and used transmission for you. You will be surprised at the prices we quote, as we have
a very large network of salvage yards in US. Select Year. Select Engine Size. Search Engine. Fits
: 3. Stock Number : TCM. More Information. Description : Gas Engine Ford Expedition. Fits : 5.
Description : Gas Engine Ford Explorer. Fits : 4. Stock Number : TCI. Description : Gas Engine
Ford Escape. Fits : gasoline, 3. Stock Number : TCG. Description : Gas Engine Ford Mustang.
Stock Number : TCL. Description : Gas Engine Ford Flex. Description : Gas Engine Ford Fusion.
Description : Gas Engine Ford Focus. Fits : gasoline, 2. You will be surprised at the prices we
quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US To find the best quality used
engines and used transmission or submit inquiry from.

